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Daily  Productivity Checklist 

Always struggling to get everything done? Try these simple and easy methods and 
tactics to get more control over all the stuff you have to do, manage your time more 
effectively and get more done every day with less stress.

Have A Written Plan For Each Day – The night before write down the top few tasks you 
need and want to accomplish the following day. You can use a simple and cheap 
spiral notebook to get started. Each line item should be a separate task

Prioritize – To the best of your ability list your tasks in order from the most important at the 
top to the least important at the bottom. Start with just a few tasks until you develop a 
habit – maybe 3 to 5 or so for now. If you complete them all then add one or two more 
during the day. 

Review Your Plans – First thing each morning. Then keep your task list in front of you 
throughout your day. Check it frequently throughout your day.

Complete Each Task – As you complete each one mark it off your list with a check mark 
or an X or a C with a circle around it indicating it has been completed

Avoid Distractions – If something is not on your list then avoid it until you complete the 
items that are first. Even then evaluate the value of other things before you allow them 
to take up your time

Take Breaks – Every hour to two hours take a break (make it a task and check it off until 
you develop the habit) Go for a short walk around your office or jut to the bathroom 
and back. 

Review Your Progress – At the end of the day focus on what you did and make note of 
it. Celebrate your accomplishments and think about doing better tomorrow.
Schedule Tomorrow Today – Write down your primary tasks for tomorrow this evening, 
then review them in the morning and repeat this list.

As simple as this is if you do it every day for a few weeks it will become a HABIT but it will 
take focused effort and self discipline until it does. Once you get in the habit of using a 
written task management system you life will change for the better fast.  

Once you are ready to go to the next level visit our Additional Resources page for more.
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